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ALEXANDER POPE.
It

is,

perhaps, sufficient apology for printing one word more about a well-known author to

say that he has hardly had justice.

Pope, the present writer
another term for what

As

a reason, then, for the existence of this short paper on
the fact that, to the general reader his

calls attention to

may be

called the epigrammatic in literature,

name

is

only

though men of cultivation

read his poems with appreciation.
In spite of the opinion of the general reader, Pope has high qualities. In "Eloisa to
Abelard " there occurs the following line and others, characterized by true feeling
"All

my

loose soul

unbounded springs

to thee."

When

he says, in the "Epistle to Kobert, Earl of Oxford," that the Earl has a "soul above all
pain," he reaches his high-water mark, not of expression perhaps, but of insight.
No soul can
be above all pain which has not endured much and hoped all things; to comprehend a spirit

Pope must himself have had moments, at least, of noble aspiration.
Such lines are of little significance, however, unless there are others of equal elevation in
the great mass of what he wrote. It would be easy to quote a great many. There are hundreds, moreover, which charm with the music of their syllables, as well as by what they

like this.

connote
" Soft as the slumbers of a saint forgiven."

"The world

"And

forgetting

the green turf

— by the world forgot."

lie

lightly

on thy breast."

These are examples.
Then, too, it is a delicate fancy which makes Ariel recliae in a nosegay in Belinda's breast,
watching ideas rise in her mind. It is shrewd observation which characterizes one woman's
fascination in lines like the following:

"Yet ne'er so sure our passion to create,
As when she toueh'd the brink of all we
Another type
quoted couplet:

of

women, not unusual,
" Of

j'et

hate."

not easily recognized,

all her Dears she never slandered one.
But cares not if a thousand are undone."

is

set forth in this oft-

!

:
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These are auything but commonplace; but

it

must be confessed

f-.hat

one

tires of this

and similar

passages
"

And

You purchase Pain with all that Joy can
And die of nothing but a rage to live."

give,

the inversion seems intolerable as one reads of a

"Wayward

Who

rules the sex to fifty

Queen,
from fifteen."

Pope in single lines and couplets, as there is in those a comThen,
which are lacking in the poems of which they form a part.
too, so much has been written about "The Dunciad" and "The Rape of the Lock," that it would
Some think "The Elegy to an Unfortunate Lady"
scarcely be possible to say more about them.
It is to be noted, however, that more than one critic complains of the
a perfect piece of work.
anti-climax in a line which occurs in this poem:
It is not injudicious to study

pleteness and

finality

"Polished marble emulate thy face."
It is not easy to see

two opinions in regard

why

this

has offended the taste of any one, but there can scarcely be
from "Eloisa to Abelard":

to certain couplets
'
'

I

hear thee, view thee, gaze o'er all thy charms.
glue my clasping arms."

And round thy phantom

"O'er the pale marble shall they join their heads,
And drink the falling tears each other sheds."

Fancy gluing oneself to a phantom, or drinking any one's tears, even Abelard's
Whatever Pope's faults as a writer, most of his poems, long and short, are interesting.
It is with some hesitation that I say this, for De Quincey long ago begged that the principle of
It is true that because of the changes in stanselection be applied to Pope and Dryden.
dards many of Dryden's eighteen volumes only cumber the shelves, unless one is a specialist;
but as to Pope, though he could not be the companion of one's highest moods, the greater number of his poems deserve to be in every library.
His place is not in that enchanted corner where the greatest spirits are. These teach the
They mirror all of life,
noblest lessons by appealing to deep impulse and excited sensibilities.
and if they laugh, it is an honest, rmging laugh but the smile in their eyes is as sad as morning tears. Near them are those writers who look with cheerful eyes at all the world, and s&y
All the world laughs with
that it is good or, in effect, that if it is not, it is no fault of theirs.
them, and they brighten the passing hour.
Neither is Pope one of these, but he fills and adorns a corner of his own
M. F. Stone.
;

;

IN

IMITATION OF IRVING.
1.

THE NEW

GIRL.

[Suggested hy " The Stout Oentleman."~\

It was on Monday, the worst of all days to a school-girl, who has lost her wits during the
time intex-vening from Friday, when I was sitting in the library trying to study algebra. I was
exceedingly tired of such monotonous life study, study, study. Would it ever end? Oh, for

—

something to happen!

Oh, for something to think about besides problems in mathematics,
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With my head bent low over the book, I felt almost angry with one of
when she gave a loose strand of my hair a pull, and yelled, "New girl !" in a

and the Uke!

school-mates

my chair, bursting a button from my dress,
be too late. A kind father had come to bring bis girl
to boarding-school for the lii'st time, and as I stared at the front- door, I saw the daughter's
elbow as her parent handed her in and left her under the guardianship of the matron.
I went back to my algebra, sorely disappointed, but the problem wouldn't work out right.
I
vigorous whisper.

Pegotty

like,

I ran to the window, overturning

and arrived

just in time to

new girl looked. From the appearance of her father I pictured her stout
auburn hair and a pair of dreamy blue eyes, overshadowed by long lashes.
I thought perhaps I might get a glimpse of this young woman if I went up on the second
But no; she had gone to her room, and I
floor, as I heard she was going to room up there.
saw no trace of her. My picture was entirely overthrown, moreover, by the exclamation of some
"Don't you think her hair is the
girls who stood at the head of the steps, ''Isn't she pretty?"
blackest you ever saw?" and "I wonder if she is painted."
I next imagined the newcomer as a decided brunette, rather tall, and with very rosy cheeks.
No doubt her evening dress was red, and a gypsy's costume would perhaps be becoming to her.
Presently I heard a great bustle in the hall, and on looking out I saw the janitor pass with
" Well, I can at least find out her name and where she came from," I said to myself
a trunk.
After a careful examination I found only a small cross on one end. She did not care to go
through the world labelled Miss So-and-so, and had chosen this modest way of identifying her
property. The trunk was not new, and seemed to have been directly in contact with the world
kept wondering

and rather

how

the

short, with

"Used

commented; "therefore rich," I decided.
and after giving my hair a hasty pat and straightening my belt, I
went to the dining-room and took my place at the table. I watched the door, and noticed each
"She feels a little embarrassed," I thought, "and does not want to come
person who entered
where so many girls are." " Miss
(I didn't catch the name) will take dinner with her
father at the hotel," said the servant to the matron.
At this intelligence my conjectures began
to run wild.
She was perhaps the only daughter, this new girl in whom I felt so much interest.
In that case she would have plenty of money to spend on midnight banquets, candy, pickle, and
malny times.

The

to travelling," I mentally

dinner-bell rang,

other things dear to a school

girl's heart.

At supper, although I had entertained hopes of seeing her, she kept her room. " Shy,"
I added to my memorandum.
After supper I determined to call that was the only thing to do. I went boldly up to her
door; it stood ajar, so I peeped in.
The room was emptj^ and only a neatly folded umbrella
and a small travelling-bag assured me that the new girl was a reality. The initials "M. A."
marked the umbrella
"Mary," I supposed, and that suggested "Anderson."
Mj dreams that night were filled with new girls of all kinds, with umbrellas raised over
them, and with bags in their hands.
The next morning my toilet was rather hasty, and as the girls went to breakfast, I ran from
my room in a great hurry, down the corridor; for I knew that the ne\v girl was going down with
Miss Smith. In my eagerness to follow, my foot slipped on the steps, and as I rolled down to
the next floor I have a dim remembrance of seeing the back of "Miss Mary Anderson's " head.
When I was again able to leave my room, after great suffering with a sprained ankle, there
was no new girl; for in that time she had gotten old, and the other girls in school familiarly
addressed her by her first name.
Katherine Veeser.

—

!

;
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THE FIRST SNOW.
The day is cold, the clouds are dark,
And all a snowstorm doth foretell
The winds are blowing hard, and hark!
We hear them round the chimney -swell.
Snow-birds are perched on branches bare,
The harbingers of snowy gales.
See dead leaves dancing in the air.

The

restless wind,

oh how
!

it

wails

The snowflakes whirl and
The air is full of these light things,
A million come with each wild blast.
They must have stolen angels' wings.
twirl so fast,

They drift around and form white heaps,
They dance and caper with the bells

A shower now

around

And many more

the

me sweeps
number

swells.

Kathekise Veesek.

DEVELOPMENT OF ANTONIO'S CHARACTER.
In the Merchant of Jenice Shakespeare gives us a story of an ideal friendship parallel to
Of the two friends, Bassanio is reckless but generous, while
that of " Damon and Pythias."
Antonio is brave and noble, ready to die for his friends. It is very interesting to trace the

growth of such a character as Antonio's.

From
thing for

From

the

him

first
;

scene

we

find that Antonio loves his friend dearly

but there are few

men who would

all

and would do almost anypower to serve a friend.
but all the needy. Anto-

in their

we find him not only willing to help his friend,
shown in this scene. A little further on we learn from Salanio and Salarino

the third scene

nio's pride is also

not do

what a good reputation Antonio has. This strengthens our impression that he is kind to one
and all. We also learn from them Antonio's unselfishness; how, when he parted from Bassanio,
he completely forgot himself and seemed only desirous of his friend's welfare and happiness.
From this we think him very unselfish, but later on when we read his letter to Bassanio
we see that this so far surpasses the first deed that we can hardly call it unselfish. This is an
important stage in Antonio's character. Here is developed a wonderful self-forgetfulness,
nobleness and gentleness.

added a forgiving nature, thoughtfulness and genas follows: He was kind, generous and hopeful;
read> to give Bassanio all he had and more if he could get it. He was very proud, but his
whole character was so softened by love that one scarcely perceived his pride. As has been
It was partly this disposition to relieve the
said before, he was kind to all the poor and needy.
suffering that incurred Shyk)ck's disfavor, which so nearly wrecked the Hfe of the good merHe has almost the gentleness and tenderness of a woman, and is almost as thoughtful.
chant
His unselfishness is marvellous. This trait is first seen when he parts from Bassanio. He

But

erosity.

in the court scene, to

His character

all

these

is

maybe summed up

thinks not of himself and his loneUness, but bids Bassanio not to hurry over his courtship, or

worry himself with thoughts

of

him and

his bond.
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found that his fate was settled, he was perfectly
probably on account of his pride. Neither does
he worrj' the duke with entreaties, for he knows that he must die, and so spares the kind- hearted
duke the pain of the refusal which he would have been compelled to make.
Antonio has a very humble opinion of himself, shown clearly in this speech, "The weakest
kind of fruit drops earliest to the ground, and so let me."

He

calm.

does not entreat the

after Antonio

Jew

for mercy,

Through the other characters we are impressed

all

the more with the goodness and noble-

him none but words of praise
were spoken of him by any except Shylock. We find his friends wishing to be like him, and
there was not one who would not have done anything to save him.
One of them says, " A
kinder man treads not the earth." They speak of him as that good, that honest, that most
royal merchant.
Only Shylock speaks ill of him, and that can be attributed to the sinfulness of
the Jew himself. Bassanio, on the contrary, describes him as the dearest friend to him, the
kindest man, the best conditioned, and most unwearied in doing courtesies; and one in whom
ness of Antonio.

All of his friends S2:)eak in the highest terms of

;

Roman honor more appears than in any that draws breath in Italy. Portia thinks
her lord, and in her estimation he could not be better unless he were Bassanio himself.

the ancient

him

like

There are few who could not

join his friends heartily in their

noble man.

AS

WE WERE

good opinion of this most
Elizabeth Wicker.

TOLD.

THE DOCTOR'S GHOST.

A YOUNG man was

riding slowly along a darkened road, seemingly in deep thought.

He had

In one hand the man held his
hat, and with the other he occasionally stroked back the dark hair from his forehead, for he
was thinking deeply. He had just left the bedside of a dying man whom he had tried hard to
save, and he knew the man would before dawn be with his God.
The doctor, his mind busy
trying to solve the mystery of the inevitable, was suddenly aroused from his revery by a sharp
The horse jumped, and at the same time the reins were tightened,
peal of thunder overhead.
let fall

the bridle reins, and the faithful horse slept as he went.

and he was urged forward by a spur in his side.
The dark clouds which had long been gathering had massed themselves into one black
angry cover which was spread over the whole heavens. There had hardly been a stir in the air,
but now the trees were bending, creaking, and sighing, and the leaves were floating through
the dark woods.
Another loud peal, and the doctor spurred his horse forward, exclaiming

"By

George, I hadn't noticed

this.

Push

known road almost

we reach the old church in a few
Prince understood his master, and sprang forward

on, Prince; unless

minutes, I shall get a thorough drenching."

wind which whistled by them.
his horse and rushed into the
dark building just as the storm broke and the rain began to fall in torrents. The interior was
very dark, but a flash of lightning revealed the pews, and the doctor seated himself in the one
neai'est the door.
The storm was now raging flash after flash of lightning played over the
gloomy old walls. "By all that's holy, what's that?" said the doctor to himself. By the flash
of lightning he had seen an old man, with marble-like features, and long, white hair, sitting
down by the pulpit. The doctor was sure the eyes wei'e directed towards him. "I wonder if
that can be one of the ghosts which old Uncle Ben says inhabit this house," thought the doctor.
over the well

At

last the old

as fast as the

church was reached.

The doctor fastened

;
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"Well, I shall not be

like old

Ben, but will remain and see more of the mystery."

the church was again lighted up, and the doctor
feeling his

"By

way down the

aisle

George, the old saint

now saw

the

tall,

Just then

white-haired figure creeping,

towards him.
is

coming

to

me, but

I'll

stand

my

ground,

let

him come."

Nearer and nearer
he could hear the old man's approaching step, and could now even hear his deep breathing.
"My God, I wish it would lighten, I want to see the old man before he gets too near," breathed

The young man stood

still,

while he could feel his hair creep on end.

the doctor.

But the storm had somewhat subsided, and the lightning was less frequent. The old man
had now reached the pew. The doctor could see his white hair, even in the darkness, and it
seemed that there was a ghastly grin on his face as he peered over.
The frightened man could dimly see the long, bony hand as it waved through the air trying
to

grasp his shoulder.

He

avoided

it

for a while, but soon

he

felt

the touch.

A

flash of light-

ning.

"Hello, doctor."

"Why,

is it

you, Colonel?

How came

you here?

"

AN AWFUL CRIME.
koew her as such, and
She had been sorely tempted and tried. If the facts
She alone in her room had sat
could have been known by all, no one would have censured her.
" Yes," she had exclaimed
in dread and expectancy, having fully resolved what she would do.
One blow from this will end my
in a scarcely audible whisper, "if he comes again, I will do it.
Something forces me, tells me to do it, and I will."
troubles, and his too.
At that moment a slow, creeping noise was heard. Was he indeed coming? Yes, that
was an unmistakable warning of his approach. Now had come the moment of trial. Would
she do it, or turn coward and flee in terror as she had so often done before ? "I will do it," she
whispered, in a voice hardly as loud as the quick breathing of her throbbing breast. Nearer
and nearer came the sound. Her hair seemed to stand on end, her widely dilated eyes had a
With uplifted weapon, which was grasped
half -wild, half-triumphant gleam of revenge in them.
with almost superhuman strength, she stood ready to spring upon her foe.
All of the small world in which she lived

She was a murderess.

could there be any happiness for her

?

He sneakingly entered the room expecting as usual to put the fair, timid one to flight, when
down came the deadly weapon; there was a weak struggle, and then the awful silence of
death ensued. W^ith the stamp of murder on her face she crept forward and gazed at her foe.

lo!

"Ah, he does not breathe," she whispered, "I have done it." She clasped her hands and gave a
loud triumphant laugh, for she, the Normal girl, had killed a rat.
M. Mease, June, '98.

A GHOST STORY.
There were no dark closets, winding
and from one end of it to the other the sunlight and fresh air had
An unlikely place for a ghost, it would seem yet for several nights a most unacfull sway.
countable noise had been heard just after dark, lasting till the small hours of the night.
The owner of the
It was a low, creaking sound, distinctly heard in every part of the house.
It was the most matter-of fact house in the world.

passages, or unused rooms

;

;
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acknowledge that the house was haunted, and
He even cut down a lai'ge oak whose branches
rubbed against the roof of the room in which the noise was loudest; but still the uncanny voice
could be heard every night and sometimes in the day.
place,

tried to find

some explanation

to

of the mystery.

anybody entered that room
quiet.
This went
on for mouths, and the owner of the house had about given up all hope of ever making the
acquaintance of this shy spirit that persisted in dwelling under his roof. Just at that time the
eldest son came home, and heard of his father's strange visitant.
That night, taking a lamp
that was burning dimly, he softly stole through the small opening that led into the garret, and
suddenly turned up the light.
In one corner, across the beams, sat a long disused spinningwheel, and the boy was astonished at seeing the wheel slowly turning
Could it be that some
departed house-wife had here found the means of continuing the occupation so dear to her
heart? He moved a little, and there right before him was the ghost, an old grey rat runninginside the rim of the wheel.
The boy slipped the wheel from its axle and smiled.
It was, moreover, a solitary spirit, a very recluse of a ghost; for if

its

unearthly song was hushed, to be renewed only

when everything became

!

A FATAL MISTAKE.

The
the soft,
of the

were flashing brightly in the ball-room, and sweet strains of music floated on
summer breeze. Everything was life and happiness even the lawn seemed to catch
lights

life

;

within the grand old mansion.

while rustic seats were in abundance.

All

Here and there hung a brightly lighted lantern,
was a fairy scene within, as maidens danced in a

whirl of delight.
Presentlj' one little fairy

came tripping

to

an open space where the gentle zephj'rs might

her golden tresses, and another being, but of the opposite sex, strayed after her.
They
stood on the T)iazza a few moments, and then strayed out to an old bench on the lawn, where

lift

they seated themselves.

He told her that he had been
"Do you remember my last

longing for the opportunity of speaking with her for some

evening with you and my last question?" he asked, softly.
She did not speak, but he attributed her silence to modesty, so continued: "I have waited a
long while, and now I want my answer, whatever it be. Tell me now." She continued silent,
and then put her hand to her face and shook with emotion.
His heart was now touched, but in his attempt to console her he discovered that her
emotion was not due to grief or pain, but to laughter for it was to her sister that he had
intended to propose.
Katheeine Morris, June, '98.
time.

;

SCIENCE.
INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF MATTER.
Science teaches that no human being can create or destroy a single atom of any element.
The universe to-day contains the same amount of matter, and even the same quantity of each
element, as it did when first the hand of the Creator hurled it into space.
There is no doubt as
to this matter's having existed in different forms, j'et during all the past ages how wonderful
to think that not one

atom has been gained or lost. For instance, take carbon. It is taught
man was on earth, the air was heavil}' charged with carbonic-

that in the carboniferous age, before

:

;
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acid gas, which, being absorbed b}' the plants, produced a rank and luxuriant vegetation far
beyond comparison with any now known. The carbon then changed from the gaseous to the
solid form, which was in time buried deep in the earth, where it has lain for many centuries
without losing an atom. Now it is mined as coal, and those black diamonds we use as
fuel seem in the eye of science crystallized sunbeams, which impart to us at any moment the
heat of some old carboniferous day, and at the same time are transformed to the original gaseous

form.

In hke manner, the farmer who sits by his fireside watches the huge back-log as the flames
how it grows smaller as the flames increase,
it, and throw their fiery darts around it
But not so; the ashes, smoke, and
until finally it is wholly consumed and seemingly destroyed.
vapor which the log has produced contain the identical atoms of which it was composed. The
matter is now in a different form, but weighs as much as before the combustion. Just so it is

leap upon

with water.

;

It evaporates, climbs to the

only to be condensed and

fall

sky on a ray of sunshine, and

The water we drink

again as rain.

is

to-day

gathered in the clouds
may have been used a

thousand times before, and by the lowest and the vilest of the human race.
Thus we see changes take place all around us, on land or sea, in the day or night. The
proud oak breathes in the air and solidifies it drinks up the substance of the earth and vitalizes
;

it,

and

time

in this

its

way forms

its

leaves turn yellow

own

and

structure.

fall to

It stands for a while

the ground,

its

monarch

of the forest,

limbs decay and drop

off,

finally

but in

the old

trunk crumbles to the ground, and soon all sign of it disappears, and the mother earth has had
returned to her what she had given. Our bodies seem to us comparatively firm, but like the oak,
We are only a part of this changeable system, and the elements we use are
they, too, pass away.
not our own.

From

us those elements will pass to develop other forms of

life,

for matter truly

Just as the organic matter, the

passes from vegetable to animal, and from animal to vegetable.

the bones of Roger Williams passed into the apple tree which bore the beautiful blossoms
and the luscious fruit which was eaten from year to year, just so our bodies will pass away; for
Hamlet was somewhat a scientist when he assured the king
life and death are companions.
that "Man may fish with the worm that hath eat of a king, and eat of the fish that hath fed of
the worm." Shakespeare expressed a scientific thought when he made Ariel sing
flesh,

"Full fathom five thy father lies,
Of his bones are coral made
Those are pearls that were his eyes.
Nothing of him that doth fade

But doth

suffer a sea change.

Into something rich and strange."

Evidently, through death alone

life is

made

possible.

In

all

nature, in

all

that surrounds

there are proofs of a divine care, planning and directing to one universal end;
M. Mease, Ju7ie
attests that the Lord God reigneth over all.

us,

and

this

'98.

SOME OF THE TRULY GREAT.
and engineer, was born
His father took complete charge of his education until he was
training him with such skill that the boy advanced by leaps and bounds

SiE William Thompson, the physicist, mathematician, inventor
in Belfast, Ireland, in 1824.

ten years old,

into the very arcana of the exactest of all sciences.

He

afterwards went to the universities of
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When

tweuty-two years of age he was appointed to the chair of

natural philosophy in Glasgow, which he has occupied for
associated with his name.

High

The

41

and which will forever be
was the old college
and iu every way in marked contrast to the palace
at the foot of which runs the turbid stream, the
fifty years,

university building, in which he then lived,

among the slums of the city,
which now dominates the hill,
Kelvin, the name of which Sir William Thompson took for his title as a peer.
The list of Lord Kelvin's honors is an indication of his world-wide reputation. He is
LL. D., of the universities of Edinburgh, Cambridge, Dublin, Montreal, and Bologna D. C. L
of Oxford, M. D., of Heidelberg, F. R. S., F. R. S. E., Foreign Associate of the French Academy
of Sciences, a Grand Officer of the Fi'ench Legion of Honor, Commander of the Belgian Order
of Leopold, and Knight of the Order "Pour le Meritte"; re-elected in 1872 a Fellow of St.
Peter's College, Cambridge; and is now for the third time President of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh.
in

street,

of learning

;

,

Lord Kelvin

is a ceaseless worker; whatever he does is done thoroughly, and must rest on
His fame as an electrician is unrivaled, and it is to him we are indebted for the
success of the cable which unites England and America.
The sea has been to Lord Kelvin a
life-long passion. While he sailed on the Lalla Rookh, he was always engaged in investigation.
These experiences led him to invent certain instruments, which have proved invaluable to seamen.
He is the greatest friend of the sailor, for in giving them his compass and sounding-line he has
insured them a degree of safety they never had before.
Aside fi'om his labors in science. Lord Kelvin has been an engineer and inventor. Of his
numerous inventions, the best known are his quadrant and portable electrometers, compasses
for iron shops, various types of mirror galvanometers, the siphon recorder and machines for

absolute truth.

the analysis of tidal curves.

There never lived a man less self-conscious. He is absolutely without affectation or any
thought of self-importance.
The simplicity and sweetness of his great nature cannot be surpassed.
Like Newton and Faraday, Lord Kelvin can rise with reverent heart into the heart of
the spiritual as well as the material glory which has been revealed, and has continued an humble Christian worshipper.

Last June, the fiftieth anniversary of Lord Kelvin's election to the chair of Natural Philosophy in Glasgow was celebrated at the University of Glasgow. It was one of the grandest
events of the day.
Great men from all jDarts of the world were there to do him honor.
Although the world has given Lord Kelvin a high place among modern scientists, he with
becoming modesty does not claim this, but says of himself: "When I think how infinitely little
is all that I have done I cannot feel pride; I only see the great kindness of my scientific comrades, and of all my friends, in crediting it for so much. One word characterizes the most strenuous effort for the advancement of science that I have made during fifty years That word is
failure.
I know no more of electric and magnetic force, or of the relation between ether, electricity, and ponderable matter, or of chemical affinity, than I knew and tried to teach my
students of Natural Philosophy fifty years ago."
When future generations look back on the career of Lord Kelvin, they will assign to him a
place second onlj' to Newton, and the more one reflects on his career, on his greatness of mind,
and on his work as a phj'sicist, the more will this opinion commend itself. There is scarcely a
field of science in which he has not been a discoverer.
:

Martha Tuenee,

Feb., '98.
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THE NOKMAL EECOtlD.
A SHORT SKETCH OF MICHAEL FARADAY.

able

On the 22nd of September, 1791, at Newington, England, was born one of the most remarkmen that the world has produced — a man in whom greatness and goodness were strangely

and beautifully blended.
Michael Faraday was the son of a journeyman blacksmith, poor and often in ill-health and
Faraday fi'om his earliest years had to face want and suffering. In the distress of 1801 his
Notwithfather had to get public help, and little Michael was allowed only one loaf a week.
standing the abject poverty of his parents, his mother contrived to send him to an ordinary day
At the age of thirteen he
school, where he learned a little arithmetic, reading and writing.
was apprenticed to a bookbinder; this marks the turning point of his life. In after years in a
letter to a friend he said that his love for science was awakened while in this shop, and that
from the Britannica J&ncyclopedia he got his first notions about electricity. His love for
science attracted the attention of a customer, who took him to four lectures given by Sir Humphry Davy, at the Royal Institute. Faraday took notes of these lectures, and sent them,
together with a request for some employment connected with science, to Davy. He received a
kind reply, and not long afterwards he was employed as assistant in the laboratory of the Eoyal
His ability was immediately recognized by Davy, who allowed him to assist in his
Institute.
experiments, some of which were very delicate and dangerous. In 1813 Faraday began a series
Eleven years later he made his first sj)eech before
of lectures, and was eminently successful.
His lectures were characterized by clearness, simplicity, and entire forthe Eoj^al Institute.
getfulness of self. Faraday now stood where Davy had stood fifteen years before, and yet his
fame was just dawning.
The year 1821 stands out as an interesting, if not an important, date. To quote from
Faraday's own journal: "Amongst these records and events I here insert the date of one which
We were married on June 12,
as a source of honor and happiness far exceeds all the rest.
1821."
Later he wrote: "The union has continued twenty-eight years, and has iu nowise
changed except in the depth and strength of its character."
Not long after his marriage he received his first scientific honor from the Cambridge PhiloDuring his life not less than ninety-five honorary titles were conferred on
sophical Society.
him by the various scientific societies of both Europe and America. But though honors were
;

heaped upon him, he never lost his simplicity and humility the plaudits of the world could not
spoil such a nature.
Faraday's earliest work was in experimental chemistry. In 1823 he pubhshed an article
on the condensation of gases. Following this was an announcement of the liquefaction of
He also dischlorine gas that startled the world and determined at once his scientific status.
covered benzine, which opened the way for the manufacture of the aniline dyes. His first
important discovery was magneto-electricity that is, electricity produced by magnetism.
Based on this discovery he made the first induction coil, thus making possible the dynamo, and
through it the electric light. He made many valuable researches in electro-chemical decomposition, establishing the laws of electrolysis on which depends electro-plating.
His greatest discovery was the "magnetization of light." We know that light consists of
ether waves at right angles to the line of propagation. In common light the vibrations occur
When all the vibrations except those in one direcin every direction consistent with this law.
Faraday found that by subjecting
tion are quenched we have what is called polarized light.
It is on this relalight to the infiuence of a magnet the effect of polarization was produced.
;

—
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tion

electricity

and magnetism that Maxwell, twenty years
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later, in 1865, built his

electro-magnetic theory of light, which affirms that light, radiant heat, and electrical energy
are but different forms of the

same energy, in other words, but ether vibrations

of different

lengths.

Not many other scientists have achieved such eminence
22, 1867.
development of science as Faraday. In him were united intense love
of science, great independence of mind, untii'ing effort, sublime patience and perseverance.
Tyndall has very aptly compared him to the Weisshorn, high, beautiful, alone. Strength and
tenderness, pride and humility, beauty and nobleness, were one in Faraday.
Lily V. Pkice, June, '97.
Faraday died August

much

or done so

for the

SONIA KOVALEVSKY.
'
'

Whether

life

be long or short does not signify so

much

;

all

depends upon

its

fruitfulness to ourselves

and others."

Nowhere do we
Kovalevsky, the great
sian

army

;

see this

more

strikingly exemplified than in the

woman mathematician

of Russia.

her mother descended from an aristocratic

1850, and, until her seventeenth year,

life

of

Madame

Sonia

Her father was an officer in the RusGerman family. Sonia was bom in

when her parents spent the winter

in St. Petersburg, she

had never lived in a city. Here, for the first time, she became acquainted with the movement
which was just beginning among the young people of Russia a movement toward literary freedom and higher education. Through her sister, Aniuta, Sonia came to be very zealous for the
promotion of this movement. As their parents objected to their studying at a German university, they determmed that one of them must marry, 9.nd in that way escape parental authority
and accomplish the desired end. Accordingly, the two sisters, accompanied by a sympathizing
friend, visited a young professor, and in a very business-like way proposed that he should many
any one of the three, take them to some university, and then leave them. He coolly replied that
he did not wish to marry. Nothing daunted, they next fixed their choice on a young student,
this time with better success, and although Aniuta made the offer, Sonia was the one married.
To accomplish this she had to run away from her home when only eighteen years old.

—

Woldemar Kovalevsky introduced

his wife into the political circles of the Russian capital,

where all soon became her friends and ardent admirers. After six months the young couple went
to Heidelberg, where Sonia entered her name as a student of mathematics.
She attracted her
teachers' attention by her unusual brilliancy, and famous men spoke of her as something extraordinary.
Two terms were spent in Heidelberg; then she went to Berlin to study under Professor Weierstrass, having been before joined by her sister and friend.
She took her degree
as Ph. D. in 1874 at the University of Gottingen.
Worn out with much work, Sonia now spent some time at her home, where she threw herself into the whirl of fashionable pleasures.
During this time she met Professor Mittag Leffler,
who succeeded in having her appointed, under him, as Professor of Mathematics in the University of Stockholm.
She was the first woman to whom such an honor was given. The year 1888
saw the height of her honor and fortune, for on Christmas eve of that year, " in the presence of
a large assembly of the greatest contemporary men of science, Sonia appeared in Paris in person,
and received the Prix Bordin, which was not only the greatest scientific distinction ever bestowed
on woman, but also one of the highest to which any man could aspire." To the honor of winning
the Bordin was added the honor of its being doubled on account of the great merit of the paper.
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After this she worked regularly, lecturing, until February, 1891, when she died of a fever conAlthough she was only forty-one at the time of her death, in some

tracted while travelling.

She had lived intensely, experienced the
life was longer than that of most people.
extremes of both joy and sorrow, and reached such heights in science as can be reached only by
" Hers was the kindling voice which belongs to genius, if it does not isolate itself
imagination.
respects her

in egotism
of life that

hers the wonderfully bright intelligence and

;

warm

feeling that fertilized every

germ

came within her sphere."

Ruby Cuthekell,

Feb., '98.

SCIENCE NOTES.

LoED Kelvin, out

of the fastnesses of his pre-eminently great mind, has

startling theory of the constitution of matter, one which, notwithstanding its

presents such a simple solution to
physicists have pronounced

it

many

scientific

" not proved," they

brought forth a
amazing nature,

problems otherwise unsolvable, that while

have said that

it

merits belief.

It is not very

us to believe that ether and electricity are one and the same thing, and that electrical energy consists of ethereal undulations; but Lord Kelvin assures us that we are ether.
We may well call a theory simple which states that electricity and matter are fundamentally
difficult for

Lord Kelvin takes as his
the same, though to the uninitiated it may seem vastly complex.
He says that
basis that ether is an infinitely rare, non-granular, perfect fluid which fills space.
is so rapid that it has become rigid enough to be absoand indestructible. These atoms, or vortices of ether, when in aggregation,
form matter; and this illustrious scientist has almost succeeded in obtaining a mathematical

an atom

is

a vortex of ether whose whirl

lutely indivisible

proof for his assertions.

Peecival Lowell, through the wonderfully clear atmosphere of Arizona, has observed
markings on the planet Venus which have enabled him to ascertain her rotation period.
Hitherto no one has been able to detect any definite markings on her surface, and her rotation
period has been set at any time between eight hours and two years. But Mr. Lowell, during
August, 1896, saw darkened portions of the surface. Observing them carefully, he arrived at
the conclusion that Venus' rotation period is the same as her revolution period, and, therefore,
like the moon, her illuminated side remains the same.

AstronoMe. Lowell has also announced the rotation period of the small planet Mercury.
mers had despaired of this for, owing to our own atmosphere and the planet's close proximity
As in
to the sun, it is visible for only a small portion of the year, and even then is indistinct.
the case of Venus, its rotation period and revolution period are identical. Lowell says that the
planet has no atmosphere, and therefore no water; the surface is full of craters; in fact, it
seems to be a dead world similar to the moon.
Many people are rather cynical as to Mr. Lowell's discoveries but the Flagstaff Observatory
has a better atmosphere than any other in the world, and it is not at all improbable that ^^r.
;

;

Lowell has seen moi-e than other astronomers,

Maey

Jackson, June,

'98.
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NORMAL DEPARTMENT.
INTERCOURSE

IS

THE SOUL OF PROGRESS.

Nations are to ages what the individual

is

which he

to the century in

individual is broadened, his tastes cultivated, his entire being

made

lives

;

and

just as the

greater by contact with his

expanded and infinite^ strengthened by intercourse with other
man is unable to grasp science, or hold art, unaided by his
fellow-man, but must gain these by making other men's minds his stepping-stones, so must a
nation rise, aided by the life, and oft-times decay, of other nations.
It has been a favorite habit of late writers to give us articles showing these contributions
of each nation towards civilization.
To go into the detail of these facts is unnecessary. That
climate exercises a great influence over the mind and taste of man is self-evident.
Take the
hardy Northerner with his inventive genius and practical mind compare him with the Southman with great inventive faculties and luxuriant repose, and we have proof of climatic influence,
each type composing only a part of that perfect type which comes from a blending of the two.
Let us accordingly look back upon some of the world's nations and note their progress or
fellow-creatures, so a nation is

nations.

And

in like proportion as

;

retrogression, as the case

and

may

be.

Naturally,

we

first

turn to Asia, the cradle of civilization,

most progressive of our earth, the home of God's people, and
the place of the incarnation of God himself, now sunk in paganism and decay.
What is the
find there a country once the

cause of this state of unprogressiveness ? It is that nature has placed impassable boundaries
between the races of this continent. The Hindoos are separated from the Chinese by the snowcapped Himalaya and Yun-Uan mountain^?; western Asia from eastern, by high tablelands;
central from southern, by other high mountain-chains, making nations too isolated to blead into
common civilization for the Hindoos, in early times, were opposed to water traffic, their creed
forbade it
and the Chinese were never a sea-faring people. In this isolation the very excellence which once exalted these peoples becomes dormant from lack of incentives produced by
;

;

common intercourse.
From the Orient we

turn to the Occident, and Greece, the pride of the old world, the
roots fed by the murky
be with decay, shines forth
Greece, whose very beauty
walled in by rugged mountains, her peojale,

admiration of the new, rises before our vision like a fair water-lily,

decay of the dying East.
Greece, whose name, coupled though
with majestic grandeur from the background of its noble ruins

was her down-fall

;

for in those beautiful valleys,

never firmly united, formed themselves into petty states, losing,

and bond

of

union which

is

its

it

—

finally,

that mutual fellowship

the outcome of social and political intercoarse, becoming thus an

easy prey to western conquerors.

So the great wave of civilization, which had its origin in the heart of Asia, flowed on, forced
by commerce, partly by more hostile intercourse, until finally European races braved the
terrors of the ocean, those terrors which so typify the child, whether it be of the nation or of
man.
At every step forward the fears vanished; only fertile lands and boundless tracts of
heaven's blue water meet the eye, and the nation forgets its fears in the supreme joy of intercourse with new worlds, of fresh impulses gained from new people, and of bestowing upon
partly

others the glory of

its

own

civilization.

Thus have the nations developed, ever aiding and
was

for so

many

receiving aid, until the great ocean, which

centuries an impediment to intercourse, has

Cities are built on its confines for the purpose of facilitating

become one of its chief agents.
commercial intercourse; steamers
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ply

its

waters

his native

And
until

;

and man

is

as

much

at

home above

its

vast depth as though he trod the paths of

soil.

so the

wave

moving onward
renewed hfe, binding
that element of progress which

of civilization has sped, encircling the entire globe, ever

has again reached the dead continent of the old world, giving

it

the whole earth more firmly by the lasting bond of Christianity,

overcomes
the world

all
is

barriers, until finally

uearing

its

through intercourse, and

it is

it

the intercourse of Christ-love,

readiness for his second coming.

Elizabeth Ivy, Jane,

'97.

SOURCES OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
Even
by which
as

man

men " all known places have had names
They have been indispensable through all ages, and
number and progresses in civilization, the sources and number of geographi-

in the earliest societies of " articulate-speaking
to distinguish

increases in

one from another.

names also increase.
The sources from which geographical names are derived are of great variety, and much
information has been gained from them with reference to previous civilization. Ancient geographical names are, as a rule, purely descriptive.
These names were retained, and by migracal

An example of such cases is found in " cape," which is derived
from the Latin caput, meaning head. The pointed shape of the cape is a reason for the word
"nose," or "ness," which is used in the names Inverness and Fifeness. Other names of capes
are "point," "bill," and "hook."
Peninsula, a Latin word, meaning almost an island; coast,
also Latin, meaning a rib, and isthmus, a word from the Greek, meaning passage or neck, are
also examples of this class.
In many names which are of the descriptive class the true meaning
of the word has been lost.
Island was originally called " eyland," or " eiland," meaning a body
of land surrounded by water, just as the eye is surrounded by the face.
When it came to the
naming of individual rivers, mountains, etc., there were finer distinctions drawn. A river was
a mountain, a kind of
called by a name which meant not only a river, but the kind of river
tion transferred to other places.

;

hill

or peak.

Nature has given a great many beautiful names

to geography.

We

find such

words in

Blanca Reina, meaning "White Queen," and Pasadena, a corruption of the word meaning "Key
to Paradise."
Names of this kind with which we are more familiar are Natural Bridge, Birch

Rocky Gap, Yellow Sea, Blue Ridge, White Mountain, Rock Bridge, and others innuThe mythical land, " Atlantis," has given us the name of one ocean, " Arcturos," the
"North Wind," another, and the gentle tossing billows have given the name Pacific, or "Peacemaker." Paris, Bosphorus, Arcadia, Ionian, Amazon, and Atlas are also names of mythological

River,

merable.

origin.

All countries have

boast of

names

of

names which

many

North America can
and settled by as many different

are characteristic of their language.

different languages, being explored

Many names of America are derived from the original inhabitants. Though many of
them have probably lost much of their original softness and beauty of pronunciation, some of
them are still remaining. Mississippi, W^alla Walla, Tallapoosa, Winnipeseogee, Potomac, Tallahassee, and Shenandoah are examples of the above mentioned.
A large number of geographical names are formed by various prefixes and suffixes. The
number of names with the termination meaning home or town is innumerable. Some of these
are "ham," from the German, meaning "home," found in Oldham, Nottingham, and Bucking-

nations.
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ham, and "ton," Saxon for town, as in Boston, Sutton, Merton, etc. Other suffixes of the same
origin are "by," "burgh," "borough," and the Norse words "wick," " thorpe," and "garth," as
are noticed in Rugby, Derby, Applegarth, Warwick, and "VVinthorpe.
The suffix " don " is from
the Gauls, and means hill, as in Dundee, Abingdon, and Dunkirk.
The word " chaster " is of
Roman origin, meaning camp, as are recognized in Glouchester and Manchester.
Geography has no limit to names which owe their origin to men. Men renowned for their
noble deeds are often honored in this way, and it is more lasting, and a more living memorial
than even " the storied urn or animated bust." In this comparatively new country of ours this
custom prevails more decidedly than in any other. From the capital of our country down to
our smallest railroad stations our great men are thus commemorated. We recognize these in
the names Washington, Gainsville, Leesburg, Prescott, and Lincoln.
Some American names
have lately called forth a good deal of criticism. To say nothing of Howling Dog, Devil's Den,
Dead Mule's Gulch, and some of the other names of the " Wild West," there are the Higginsvilles, the Jonesvilles, the Brownsvilles, and such like, which have excited the criticism of the
late Mr. Mathew Arnold, who gave such offence to manj^ Americans.
A little criticism is, however, not bad for people, and it is a pleaasnt fact that since then a reaction has set in as to the
naming of places of this country. In many cases the settlers of new towns have gone back to
the old Indian names, which are not onty so musical to the eai', but so full of descriptive meaning, that they vie in beauty and dignity with any to be found in the oldest countries.
Jemnie Ewell, June, '9fl.
.

LESSON ON ADVERB.
Illustrations
1.
2.

3.

The blind girl sang
The little match-seller talked
The winds blow unusually hard.
.

—Reading

.

:

4.

The horse ran very

5.

His voice

6.

The

is

river is

swiftly.

very low.
exceedingly swift.

and verbs and adjectives noted.
Development Questions. Add some word in the first sentence to show how the girl sang.
Add some word in the second sentence to show how the match-seller talked. What word in the
third sentence shows how the wind blows !
What word shows in the fourth sentence how the
In the
horse ran ? What does this word in the first sentence modify (pointing to adverb)
second sentence? In the third sentenced What does "hard" modify? What does "swiftly"
modify in the fourth sentence? What do all these words modify? These words are called
adverbs.
The word adverb comes from two words meaning "joined to a verb." Can you then
Then what may adverbs modify? Verbs are not
tell me why these words are called adverbs?
the only words which adverbs may modify. What word shows how low his voice is (pointing
to fifth sentence) ?
Then what does "very" modify? What word in the sixth sentence shows
how swift the river is? AVhat does "exceedingly" modify? What parts of speech are "swift"
and "low"? Then what do these words modify ? These words are also called adverbs. What
What parts of speech are " hard " and " swiftly" ? What
have we found adverbs may modify?
words modify these words? We apply the same name - adverbs to these words. What may
adverbs modify ? What is an adverb ?
Deill.
Have sentences written and adverbs underlined. Give me a sentence in which
there is an adverb modifying a verb.
Have several others given, and have some given in which
Lottie M. Dyer, June, '97.
adverbs modify adjectives and other adverbs.
Inteoduction.

of sentences

—

'?

—

—
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OUTLINES FOR LESSONS ON THE CUBE.
FiEST Outline.
GrtADE FiEST.

—Time,

thirty minutes.

Materials:

Wooden

cubes,

and as many familiar

cubical objects as can be conveniently secured, such as cubical bos, toy blocks, inkstand, and

Previous work of class

others.

Lesson

I.

—Have

all

—study

objects

of sphere.

where they can be

easily seen

by the

class.

Lead the children

through the selection of the objects they like best, and study of their characteristics, to see the
beauty of the type form, and the characteristic it has in common with the others.
II.
Supply each child with a small cube. Give them exercises in handling and placing the
new model, and have them tell what they do.
III.Give the name cube, and drill on the new word by asking questions which will compel
them to have the word cube in their answers.

—

—

IV.

— Study the action

and feeling of the cube. By experimenting, get the children to see
and stand still. Compare feeling and action of cube with that of sphere.
Eeview work done, and have class give names of cxibical objects from memory.
Flora Lestoukgean, June, '97.

that the cube will slide

V.

—

Second Outline.

Gkade

A

First.

—Time, thirty minutes.

Previous work of class

— study of sphere.

Materials:

large sphere and cube for the teacher, and small ones for each child.

Lesson

I.

—The

children for the
II.

teacher holding a cube in one hand, and a sphere in the other, asks the

names

of the solids.

Those most

likely to

be given

will

be

ball

and

block.

—Have children handle both cube and sphere, and about the difference in feeling.
— Give the name cube, write on the board, and have the class pronounce and assotell

III.

it,

it

ciate the

name with the object. Develop statements about the cube, using the new name.
Have the children place cube in different positions, and tell what happens.

—
—Eeview the properties of the cube, and compare with those of the sphere.
VI. — Have children name familiar cubical objects.
IV.

V.

Etta

Kipps,

Feb

,

'98.

THE STORY OF AURORA.
Adapted to First Grade Children.

How did the sky look just before
you have ever been up before sunrise?
Did it look
Yes, it was very beautiful, with many soft, bright colors.
Well, for a short time it is soft and rosy, but soon
like that after the sun was above the hills ?
The time just before sunrise, when
the sun gets so bright that it outshines everything else.
the sky looks so beautiful, is called dawn. A long time ago people had a goddess named Dawn
or Aurora (write words on board and drill), Avho was the sister of the sun. Now Aurora was a
woman far more beautiful than any you have ever seen. She had a beautiful palace in the far
She always
west, surrounded by many flower-gardens, with all kinds of bright flowers in them.
dressed in bright, beautiful clothes, and wore wreathes of flowers on her head. Both she and
her brother had a chariot, but her's was not so heavy or so brilliant as her brother's. Aurora's
was drawn by two beautiful horses, which she always harnessed herself. Every moi'ning she
How many

the sun

came

of

in sight"?

would get up very

early,

harness her horses, and go to open the gates of day for her brother.
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Where does Aurora
day long she rides
across the heavens just in front of her brother.
(Point out the way she goes.) Does the sky
ever look rosy like dawn at any other time?
When is it? Yes, that is Dawn or Aurora just
leaving the earth and going to her palace in the west, ready to again begin her journej' aci'oss
the sky. What have j^ou noticed about the trees and flowers and grasses early in the morning
and late in the evening? What do we call those little drops of water? Well, Aurora had a son
who lived on the earth. One day he was lighting in a battle and was killed. Aurora grieved
for her son very much, just as your mother would grieve for you if you were to be killed, and
wept for him a great deal. She has not forgotten him, but still weeps for him every morning
and evening. Her tears fall on the grass and flowers, and so we have the dew.
Blanche Bulifant, June, '97.

Where does

come

Then where must

the sun rise?

and what do we

in sight?

call

the gates of day be?

the time of her coming?

Why?

All

PRACTICE SCHOOL.
ORIGINAL.

My Own Way One Whole

Day.

and go home when it was over. I
should not practice nor get any lessons, but I should write three letters with my gold pen that
I SHOULD

come

to school just in time for drawing-class,

Aunt Nannie brought me

for a Christmas present.

carriage fixed so I could carry

my

doll out riding.

I should get father to try to get mj^ doll
Lizzie Eichaedson, Fifth Gkade.

COMPARISON OF THE CHINESE AND JAPANESE.

Both

the Chinese and Japanese dress very funny, we think, because they dress so very
from what we do. They wear very gay clothes. The Japanese have a little undergarment of the same material and color as the lining of their dress, but the Chinese don't often
have it, they sometimes do, though. Some of the Japanese dress just like we do, and they sometimes get married as we do.
The Chinese have more furniture in their homes than the Japanese do. The Chinese don't
have stoves, but when it is cold they wear thick clothes, and more of them, and when it is warm
they wear thin clothes and fewer of them. But in Japan they have little charcoal stoves. The
-Japanese have a sort of waiter to eat oft' of, and have mats to sit on.
The Chinese have tables
and chairs just like as we do. They both have houses of bamboo.
The Japanese are very anxious for their children to learn, and have very good schools for
boys and girls but in China the people won't let their little girls go to school. They don't have
different

;

as

The Jajoanese always take
The Chinese study out loud and turn

good schools as they do in Japan.

they

first start to school.

a present to their teacher
their backs to the teacher

The

when
;

the

Japanese children sit all around the teacher on little mats. Of course, the desks have to be very low, because
They hardly
the Japanese sit on mats. The Chinese have a little desk to sit at when in school.
ever have them made for more than one child to sit at.
They have little benches to sit on.
The Japanese and Chinese both eat with chop-sticks. The Chinese think a great deal of
their countiy, and don't like it if anybody builds anything.
Sometimes Americans go there and
Japanese study out loud, but they don't turn their backs to the teacher.

little

build railroads in the day-time, then the Chinese will go at night and destroy them.

But the

;
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Japanese try to imitate, and are alwa^ys having something new introduced into their country.
The Japanese take off their shoes at the door, but the Chinese keej) them on when they go into
The Japanese women do not comb their hair more than once a week, because they
the house.
The Chinese comb theirs a httle
fix it up so fine that it takes too long to comb it every day.

comb it as often as we do. The Chinese have a house which they call a
baby tower, and when the children die they wrap them up in matting and throw them into this
Both the Chinese and Japanese sleep on little pillows
tower, but the Japanese burn their dead.
that are wooden at the bottom and on top covered with a sort of roll, having tissue paper on it
This tissue paper is taken off every morning and another piece is put on. Both Chinese and
Japanese worship Buddha. Sometimes their gods are very pretty and sometimes very ugly.
They worship their ancestors, too. The little children in Japan are well cared for, but the ones
Sometimes the boys are very much loved, but the girls are
in China are not much cared for.
not at all cared for
The little children in Japan not older than seven and eight years have to
carry their little baby brothers and sisters on their backs instead of having carriages as we doBut in China the babies are not carried about on some one's back. Sometimes the baby falls off
the child's back and is badly hurt. The children go to school in carts in Japan and China both.
The Japanese are very clean
Japanese children don't have their feet bound like the Chinese do
people, but the Chinese are very dirty.
The Japanese bathe three and four times a day in verj'
The Chihot water, so hot that we couldn't stand it. It takes the dirt off without any soap
nese seldom bathe.
Maetha M. Cunningham, Third Grade.
oftener, but they don't

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
Y.

W.

Since the last issue of our Record, the

C.

first

A.

school term has ended.

The

early days of

February were this year, as usual, days of mingled happiness and sadness, bringing with them
some old and familiar faces, and many welcome new ones, but also the necessary good-byes to a
number of efficient association workers. The last meeting with the old term's officers was one
which was doubly sad, for we were called upon to say farewell, not only to the members of
February, '97, but also to our president for an indefinite length of time, as she was obliged to
leave school on account of ill-health.
We shall miss her help and influence, and the cheerful
aid of the others.
Before the new term began, however, an election of officers was held, which
resulted in forming the following staff: President, Odelle "Warren; Vice-President, Cora Spain;
Recording Secretary, Maud Jones Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer, Julia Vaughan
the work of the various committees has also been arranged.
We are greatly encouraged by the
result of the religious influence extended by the association.
The bi-weekly meetings have
always been interesting and instructive, but now the girls are coming more and more to the
;

front in leading the weekly prayer-meetings held in the various rooms.

ings have been led by just two or three

but now we are glad

who seemed

to see others taking hold, tremulously, indeed,

The attendance

Heretofore, the meet-

confident enough to speak for the Master,

but with that determination

has really increased until it-has
been decided that as the association proper meets twice a month on alternate Sundays, the

that insures success.

at these prayer-meetings

prayer-meetings shall be held in the Assembly Hall, that the girls
for

all.

retary,

Among

the

and we hope

new
to

girls,

may

twenty have alread}^ given in their names

have others.

see that there
to the

is

room

Recording Sec-

.

;!!!

!!!
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Daughters seemed laboring somewhat under difficulties, as
is bringing renewed zeal, and

sickness in school, but returning health

they are prospering. We are grateful for the increasing interest shown in the religious circles
of our school, and continue to hope and pray for still more earnest efforts.
Julia Vaushan, Correspondinc/ Secretary.

PARODIES.
MISS SARAH.
I.

I

KNOW

woman

a

Take

fair to see.

care

She can both cross and jolly
Beware beware

be,

!

Worry her

not.

She may

sit

'
'

on " thee.

II.

She has two eyes that quickly

Take care
She sees when you think she
Beware beware
Worry her not,

dart,

sees not.

!

She

may

"

on " thee.

sit

III.

She has a tongue that cutting can

be,

Talte care

She

will use

it

on you and me.
beware

Beware

!

Worry her not.
She may "sit on"

thee.

IV.

Her

footsteps 'long the hall are light,

And

they cannot be heard at night,
Beware! beware!

Take

Worry her

care!

not.

She may "sit on"

thee.

V.

She nightly

Take

And

if

you

tells

to bed to go,

care

you don't you will come to woe;
Beware beware
!

Worry her

1

not.

She may "sit on"

thee.

— Nelly Morton,

'98.

—

;
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Oh, the good times of the Normal!
Oh, the germans of the Normal!
Danced by girls who're robed in wrappers,
After study hour is over.
Danced by girls who've read their Latin,
Worked their Math, and writ their poem.
Read Evangeline and Stedman
Those who're ready for the light-bell.
Hardly from her room so cosy
Could Miss Sarah force a passage

Walked she

to the elevator
turned out the light so brilliant.
Then the german was postponed.

And

And

the sound of hurrying footsteps

All along the hall resounded.

Down the hall- way passed Miss
And the german was resumed.
Danced we on

Sarah,

in dizzying two-steps.

All forgotten save the present,

Even that we were
Till the

sound

of

in darkness,

coming footsteps

Warned us of Miss Sarah's presence.
And m voice of anger said she,
" What's the good of putting lights out
bed you're not a-going ? "

If to

Then the german truly ended.
Long before she'd finished speaking
All the hall looked quite deserted.

—Ella Neville Godwin,

'98.

EDITORIAL.
WOMEN'S FRIENDSHIPS.

A

FEW years ago an entire issue of our whole journal, then called the Greeting, was given
an entertaining outburst about woman, her aptitude and destiny. The editorial staff,
however, has invariably been silent upon the subject, while much ado has been made about it in
Our predecessors in this sanctum have surely
the great world beyond the limits of our State.
earned for us the tight to speak. And so we call to mind that in one of the much-talked of

up

to

We

novels of last year the author characterizes this as the age of friendships between women.
do not name the writer or the book, because to do so would only emphasize our temerity in ques-

tioning a conclusion reached by one with wide and deep knowledge of the world, such as

we can

never hope to possess.
"While

make

we

are not convinced that the influences of the nineteenth century have tended to
women more enduring, it is interesting to speculate what the

friendships between

mind when making the statement just quoted. There are more single
As years pass youthful graces fade, and women, who for any reason whatever, have chosen to remain unmarried, naturally find their closest friends among those
But it is hard for a woman to beheve that in all ages forsaken Leahs, widowed
of their own sex.
author referred to had

women now than

in

ever before.

Ruths and Naomis, as well as the married, the favored and the happy, have not sought

in the

;
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be found. In the great
She may have the noblest of
men for her husband, her friend, her protector, but if she has not the qualities to attract and
the insight to appreciate the love of some true soul of her own sex, she is not all pure womanly.
And it must always have been so. It is true that litei'ature and history, with the exception of
the Bible, are silent upon the subject. In the poetry of all countries innumerable passages
companionship and sympathy of a
crises of hfe a

woman needs

immortalize the jealousy of

else to

another's help and comfort always.

women and

their treachery towards one another.

But the poets

about their beauty, their purity, and their devotion to the men to whom
they were bound by ties of blood or affection, failed to dedicate even one halting verse to their

who

wi'ote

magic

lines

some woman friend. That is because in the past woman's historical and literary values
have been measured by her relation to man. Even now any but a spinster would turn from a
tale of the loftiest sacrifices made by one woman for another, unless the story be that tender one
of Euth's friendship for Naomi, to read the impassioned history of a pair of youthful lovers
love for

and yet the whole world has been reading love

stories for centuries.

In spite of the almost absolute silence of the books, we can only believe and repeat that
there must always have been women who have found the friendship of some other woman one
of the sweetest things in
live in

"When

it.

As

life.

skies are bright

for us,

if

and one

this is the

is

young,

age of women's friendships, we are glad to
sweet, no doubt, to walk beneath arch-

it is

ing branches side by side with a sturdier form than ours.

If

dark days come,

sweet for

it is

and strength of manhood. But a woman is the tenderest of comforters in time of sorrow, and the happiness of our brightest days is incomplete
unless we can whisper into a woman's ear some of the secrets of that sunshiny ramble.

gentle

womanhoood

The

to look to the truth

picture of the

new Science Hall accompanying

ance of the building from the exterior.
the Kecoed

some

of the interior

the course, presents
is in

many

We

hope

The

apartments

this issue gives an idea of the appear-

in the

near future to show on the images of

Elective Class in Science, recently added to

attractions to the searcher after crucial trviths.

Just

now

the work

qualitative analysis.

some individual work in which we may
and interest. This work has resulted in a recently-published paper in the
American Chemical Journal of January, 1897, on the "Conditions Affecting the Volumetric
Determination of Starch by means of Iodine Solution."
Miss Littleton's name has likewise been before the English public. Some months ago her
paper on "Molecular Change in Silver Amalgam" was read at the meeting of the Chemical
Her notes on the "Heat of
Society of England, and put in the "Proceedings" of the year.
Formation of Silver Amalgam " were also published at about the same time.

Our

instructor in Science has also been engaged in

feel just pride

" She's a pretty fine

a college man, a look at

girl,

but not quite up

whom would

standard would arouse the ambition of any
before

we answered:

A man's
marked by

" Possibly

standard

!

girl.

your standard

my

standard," was the remark

is

woman must

made

to

us by

We looked

at

him

for a

moment

in

amazement

not the one a girl would strive to attain."

The phrase is an oft-heard one in
when compared with theirs.

a great degeneration

his standard, which a

to

not forcibly impress one with the idea that to reach his

this age, that to our grandsires is
It is

probable that every

reach befox'e he bestows upon her that worn-out

man

has

article, his

—

!
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ragged and frayed things known as his

and his name, which, perhaps, is,
it to be.
If more attention
were paid to his good name before bestowing it upon a woman, she might derive more benefit from
bearing it. But we do not, like Lilian Bell, make sweeping and non-exceptional assertions concerning men. There are men who have a standard that a woman may well strive to reach
men who place woman upon a pedestal, and in consequence of their own nobility of character
heart, those
after

all,

hardly the protection to a

recognize the nobility that
standards."

is

woman

that a

innate in her.

They are men who bring

to a

affections,

man

fondly dreams

But these

woman

are not the

men who

talk about " their

clean lives, clean lips, clean hearts,

and a

Men whp prate conthat will not make her hesitate to take it in exchange for her own.
cerning their " standards " are not the men who have a sufficiently high moral standard of their

name

which others must conform. They are the men who, if measured by a girl's
have standards, my skeptical brethren, though you rarety reach their
height would fall far lower in her estimation than she does in his. Men are careless about
many things that they think are unnoticed by girls. Because a girl sometimes, in the exuberance of free, youthful spirits, speaks or laughs unnecessarily loud, perhaps, she is termed
"loud," "boisterous." The term "fast" is often applied where some little act, innocent in
itself and in its motive, has fallen below the standard of some man, who will be the one to make

own

to

make one

standard

—

the

first

— for

to

girls

slighting

remark or put a

the standard of such a

man

false

and evil construction upon it. Truly, my dear girls,
we desire to reach. They are the men who, on the

not the one

is

worthy of consideration the men who are barely
my standard"; the men who, when
girls are questioned concerning them, are put aside with the indifl^erent shrug of the shoulder
and the smile which seems to say, " God made him, therefore let him pass for a man." Live
scale of a girl's standard, have not a place

tolerated

by those same

girls

who

;

are "not quite up to

up to your own standards, ye tribe of hyper-critical school-boys, and then, perhaps, you may be
prepared to judge truly and equitably the girls you now speak of as "not quite up to my
standard."

Not long since we ventured to make a few remarks on the subject of blue eyes and brown.
Having been compelled to write notes of apology to my brown eyed friends for my slight
remarks concerning them, fancy my surprise and astonishment when a suit for slander was
brought against me hy the blue-ej^ed tribe
It is with considerable trepidation and an iron
resolution to be utterly non-specific that I now advance a few important soliloquisms on the sub!

ject of " ears."

We

paused by the statue of Venus of Milo in the library to-day and scrutinized her ears for
five minutes
they are verj'- petite, like those of all the other ancient specimens of
art, the most beautiful, tiny, shell shaped ears
I'm sure they were all well-behaved ears, too,
But look around thee, look around,
just the proper delicate shell shade of pink on the originals.
the space of

at the ears of

—

—

comrades, associates, friends

The scene is changed. AVhat meaneth this vast change ? Echo answers the evolution of
the human ear. This evolution has been detrimental? Oh, no only man "looketh on the outward appearance."
Think of the ear as a creature of environment think of it as constantly
:

!

—

accommodating its size and shape to the ever-increasing necessity for acute power to receive the
wonders of this modern progression
Why, that the ear is a creature of environment is easily
proved.
Who was that Roman chap who made an oration over his friend's body I Antony over
He said,
Csesar or Csesar over Antony I forget which, I think it was Cpesar yes, it was.

—

—
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course they

of

all

drew

their

and respectfully passed their ears up to Caesar, who, when he reached
the river, dropped them in, giving, as usual, a good reason for his request, that he wished to
prevent his men taking alarm at the din of the enemy. Those ears could never have been as
remarkable as the auditory organs of the present generation. If they'd been half so wonderful
So environment has, through a process
Cfesar would have sold them at a bargain to Agricola.

hands out

of their pockets

changed the type from ears of ancient times to the varying organs called ears,
we see appended midst the clustering locks of our fellow-men. This
If our friends, prompted by some kindly impulse, should bequeath us their
is modern earology.
ears, we should each possess a miscellaneous assortment of organisms, various and variegated
The ears of the pi'esent
in size, shape and mechanism as the contents of the British Museum.
generation may be classified according to shape, also intensity and peculiarity of function, into
of evolution,

which, at the present time,

four general classes

:

1,

Collective

;

2,

Elective;

3,

The

Selective; 4, Negiective.

first,

or Col-

been and
They have every book just out, every latest fad, all the good news, all the bad
never will be.
news.
This class can be readily recognized as arranged to catch everything; usually makes
hear absolutely everything:

lective,

all

that has been and will be;

that has not

all

right angles with the side of the head, closely resembles chariot wheels,

each way.

The scond

this ear

constructed to insure this state of affairs I can't explain.

is

class, or Elective,

against the head and
hears, has heard,

and

is

of

will

medium

bad

always retains a semi-attentive attitude,
the upper portion of the concha.

The

of

is

is

rare.

At the Normal,

it

inches

how

Just

It is placed well

back

third class, or Selective,

medium

size,

It

with a slight forward inclination at

Its structure is just as peculiar to itself as that of the Elective.

The fourth

for instance,

The

five

of the whole creation, past, present or future.

external difference lies in position relative to the head.

valence of this class.

in

This variety

size.

hear, only

about

is

hear only good of everybody and everything.

class, or

Judge

for yourself as to the pre-

Negiective ears, hears only what

hears the announcement of holiday, but

is

is

pleasant to

it.

not capable of taking

liberty.
In fact, it is the instrument some
and when they don't hear it is the instrument they don't hear with.
Moral Believe everything you hear and everything everybody else hears if it is j'our fate
hear all, accept it. All is fundamentally dependent in the fearfully and wonderfully different

any statement

in

regard to limitations of personal

of our girls hear with,
:

to

;

structure of the ears.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
"They always
lessly attacking the

who never think."
"Unworthy of
locals?

talk

magazine," "mere trash," are a few of
locals,

Why

is it

that so

many

of the

exchanges are merci-

publication," "deteriorating to the standing of their

many such remarks

to be

found in the comments on

while a few items from this department have been republished for public criticism.

of the above criticisms

may

in

some cases

Each
As some
enjoyed by the student body for

apply, but as a general thing they do not.

said, those locals are understood and heartily
whose special benefit the magazine is published. It is true a certain per cent, of the items are
pointless, display rank ignorance, and occasionally lack refinement; but in such cases as this "la
creme de la creme " is not alone admissible, and to represent this department at all an adulterant
element is often absolutely necessary. Although " brevity is the soul of wit," in this case as in
many others, it may readily be carried to an extreme. In short, I think the locals are far from

exchange has

——— —

;

—

:
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being the most generally poor department, and

it is

noticeable that the majority of those

who

read the magazines, search for the locals amid the heavier contents, as the traveller in the desert
searches for an oasis. Far too much space is allotted to athletics in comparison to the number
interested in such.

Criticise this,

and why don't you

clip clipiyings

In every work regard the writer's end,
Since none can compass more than they intend.

worth clipping?

Pope.

prompt, interesting, and refreshing as usual. We were just going to
amount of space allotted to foot-ball in the December number, but in the
January issue the Literary Department is fuUj^ compensated. In it two articles, "Fate" and
"Cuba Libre," are the articles which seem to have most interested our students. "Fate" is a
Southern story, prevaded by all the genial hospitality characteristic of the Southern tales. We
"Cuba Libre " is an amusing disposition of the Cuba transactions. The conawait the sequel.
tents of the December Exchange Department are very appropriate and forcible.

The Gray Jacket

is

find fault with the large

We

welcome The Wake Forest Student as a new exchange. Our first impression of it is
Like the "Old Curiosity Shop," it contains a little of everything. The
Literary Gossip) has items that are new and sjsicy; in fact, the Wake Forest students are
evidently' up to date.
a favorable one.

The Messenger
of

is,

as always, filled with wholesome, readible matter,

sameness sometimes pervades

it, it

never

falls

THE

below

its

high standard.

CRITIC.

Strange man! he cannot write a verse,
Nor give another skill

But he knows well when 'tis well done,
And better knows when ill. Peabody Record.

Yes, the blackened night is sombre and cold,
the day is warm and iine

And
And

yet,

The

stars

the day never faded away,
would never shine. Bunyan.

if

WHY
If

DESPAIR?

some cloud dark and

Hide the sun's bright

—Ex.

drear,

face.

Bringing darkness, cold and gray
Making earth a dreary place

Would you be forlorn or shed a
With the coming morn
Love's bright ray

is

near.

single tear?

— Gray Jacket.

and

if

an atmosphere
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NORMALISMS.
THE LIBRARY.

A

WORD about our library may not be without interest

to the girls of other years

who have

pleasant recollections of hours spent in the old "reference and reading-rooms."

Our library now occupies the northeast corner of the west wing on the ground floor, rooms
some of you remember to have been Mr. Cunningham's office and class-room.
It has grown since you were here, and many books have been added to its shelves.
There
are about twelve hundred text-books, three hundred books for class reference, over six hundred
on general literature and poetry, a carefully selected case of a hundred volumes on American
history, and other books of diU'erent kinds, that give us a library of nearly four thousand
volumes.

Our scientific department has received this session a valuable and much appreciated gift
from the class of June, '95 fifteen volumes on different scientific subjects selected by Miss
Cannot some other class do likewise for some other department?
Littleton.

—

One
some

of our greatest needs at present is suitable reading for leisure hours.

effort

made

to supply this need,

but not enough.

There has been
Perhaps you

Can you not help us ?

—

you do not know what books to send. Write to us for names we
hesitate because you have a small amount to send and it would do
no good? Are you quite sure about that? "Many mickles make a muckle" your little added
to others will give just the amount we need for helpful books.
Our reading-room, too, is much improved. It began with less than twelve periodicals, and
,
we now have thirty of the best literary and professional magazines and papers.
The most impoi'tant work now being done is the writing of a dictionary card catalogue.
Only names of authors and books can be put on the cards at present, bixt after the library is
enlarged next summer and more shelf room provided, the alcove and shelf number -will be
will raise the objection that

can send you many.

Do you

—

added.

May

the time soon come

when we

shall

outgrow our narrow limits and have a separate

library building.

The second year "A" Literature Class has again had the pleasure of listening to a ver}'
and entertaining lecture by Dr Harding, the subject of which was "Books." The
reading of " The Raven," by Miss Walton, was also much enjoyed by the class.
Our old fi'iend and teacher. Miss Ross, having returned from Europe, paid us a short visit
interesting

on the 19th of November.
tilling

It

the Assembly Hall.

was a great pleasure

The

to

hear again her exquisitely trained voice

frantic encores could not be abated until Dr.

Cunningham

declared his intention of retaining her baggage for at least another day.

M.

Normal on December the 16th. His interesting talk on the
was a beneficial one to the students.
Mr. Kabler, of Newport News, came to see his sister in December.
The opportunity of hearing the famous violinist, Remenj'i, who played at the Farmville
Opera House, January the 9th, was taken advantage of by the Faculty and many of our girls.
Miss Madeline Mapp visited Miss CouUing the last week of January.
Mr. Moffet, of Radford, visited the school on the 24th of December, and took his daughter
Dr.

J.

L.

Curi'y visited the

practical value of education

home

for a

few days' holiday.

:

!
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we

—

;

Annie Scott

visited her sister Lelia in January.

To our

who

oiifer

girls

so nobly bore the disappointments sustained at the close of the la&t term

Bunyan's toast
" Here's to the

men who

lose!

triumph's easy smile our struggle greet,
Courage is easy then
If

The king
Can up and

is he,

who

after fierce defeat,

flght again.

Here's to the

men who

lose

It is the vanquished's praises that I sing.

And

A
"A

A

brave soul

few of our

About

is

a thing which

names were added

entertainment was extended the
to the

uttermost by

The
The
will

P.

I.

C.

C

to

"new

music and games, after

recitations,

things serve."

all

spent the Christmas holiday at

girls

thirty

this the toast I choose,
hard-fought failure is a noble thing.
Here's luck to them who lose! "

our

roll in

Alexander Smith.

home

On

February.

Fridaj^ night the 12th an

The programme consisted of
which refreshments were served. The evening was enjoyed
girls"

by the "old

girls."

all.

is

been organized among us.
by Misses Patteson, Reynolds and Coulling
a most enjoyable one by the girls who have just left their Alma

a lively little club which has

delightful entertainment given the Seniors

long be remembered as

Mater.
Dr. Dunu, of Charlottesville, visited his daughter Bessie on the 21st.
'97, has plunged into a life of gaiety.
Miss Martha Kennerly, one of the February graduates, is now teaching Miss Vickroy's
classes, Miss Vickroy having obtained a furlough for this term on account of her recent illness.

Ida Cofer, Februarj'-,

Mamie

'97, is filling Sallie Floj'^d's place as teacher at Horntown, in
Floyd is here completing her course.
Virginia Stone, February, '97, is teaching a private school near her home.
Miss Hewlett, who taught drawing here last year, is now in Texas. She has just recovered
from a severe attack of grippe and is far from well.

Parsons, February,

Accomac county.

Sallie

Flora Watkins, a former student at the S. F. N. S., is now a nurse in a Louisville hospital.
Pride Wood, who was here last year, is now teaching in Amelia county.
Lillie

of the

Smith and Bessie Dunn, old

new

girls,

returned to the Normal School at the beginning

term.

Kate Mcintosh

'

is

back.

Bessie Birdsall was called

home February 16 on account of the death of her father.
went home in February to stay with her

Jessie Warriner, a student of this school,

who

is

very

sister,

ill.

Miss Belle Johnson, who has been very sick

for

some

time,

is

now

well again

Louise Otley

played the accompaniments and marches during Miss Johnson's absence.

NelHe Field, a former student of this school, is now attending school in Baltimore.
Berta Allison, Second B, is teaching near her home.
Mar}' Boyd, who was called home on account of her mother's death, has returned to school.
Zilla Mapp and Emma LeCato have returned to the Normal to complete their course.

—

;
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The

in Norfolk county.

latter

attending school near her home.

Kate and Rosa Cardoza

left

us in January.

Julia Pritchett, sister of Miss Pritchett of the Faculty, entered the

Second

B

class in

February.

Mel Holland and Lity Walton each have
Polly Chisman and Etta Kipps paid a

a sister here this term.
brief visit to

They gave

Blacksburg recently.

a

glowing account of their trip.
Kate Stone spent a week with her sister, Miss M. F. Stone, early in February.
Mr. Robert Boyd, of Nelson county, paid a visit to his sister in FebruarJ^
The "old girls" gave the "new" a reception February 5.
The oldest part of the Normal {?chool will be pulled down during vacation, and a larger
building erected in

its place.

Mr. Walter R. Higham, an architect from Richmond, was here in February making preparations for the remodeling.

PLEASANTRIES.
"Care

And

Soon the

bell for " lights

every grin so merry draws one out."

out" would ring.

ing their pencils to note-books.

no doubt

to our coffin adds a nail,

"Nest

Eight of our " Infant Juniors

topic, 'Nullification,' " cries one.

"

were busily ply-

Bryce, Davis, Greeley,

Winsor, Fiske, and others were eagerly seized from the pile of reference books under which the
study-table groaned. Rapidly the pencils are dotting down references.
Hist a burst of music
rises from the serenaders beneath the window.
Various expressions flit over the earnest stu!

dents' faces.

"Music hath charms

savage breast," quotes one.

to soothe the

propensities for cracking numbskulls," said a less poetical neighbor.

have got to be taken this night." Get that pitcher of water, 'Little George.'
are nearer hand it to me."
Softly and quickly the window flies up.
Splash
;

!

sation of hostilities.

"Pokers have

" Oh. bother, these notes

'Ducky,' you

A

sudden

ces-

Various and odd sounds rise to the casement, from which floats
'
'

'Twas strange, 'twas passing strange
'Twas pitiful, 'twas wondrous pitiful."
;

[Histology Class, examining sheep's brahi\
spoke

A.

:

— " Those

are the convolutions Dr. C.

of."

B.
C.

"
— "I you,
we've got a right thoughtful sheep here
— "What holds this eye in place?
tell

girls,

"

B-ll-u.

— "A nerve

;

one of these microscopic creatures."

[7V'o girls studying Physics \:
please."

W.

(promptly).

M.

— "Give

me an example

— "Two hearts that beat as one."

of sympathetic vibration,

"
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Second Yeae A, looking for similes in Evangeline, to Junior B.

— " Will you please

find

me

"

a smile

?

— We have
Second B. — ''Do you?

Junior B.

M.^

M.

"

Mercury to-night
I thought Mercury was frozen."

to observe

"

— " Did you see Miss R. bisecting the cat

— " Sue, please

Miss

T

(in

tell

me what

the Library).

is

— " Most

"
?

the animosit}^ of hydrogen?

of these are

books

;

"

the others are novels."

One of the students of the Normal School went home to spend the holidays. The next
news of her was that she was married and living in Richmond. Before leaving Farmville she
had told her friends that she was going to Richmond to take a business course. This is an
It has become a staple joke with us.
illustration of the way school girl proverbs are made.
L.

— "What
— "'E's,'
— " 'E's

is

M.

!

Xj

name of this class? I've forgotten."
we call ourselves."
the Faculty think we ought to take this

the

I think
If

'

class with

'

ease,' I'll

not enter one

which they think hard."
Excited Gikl (telling of spirit-rapping).
spirit of Julius Csesar

was

Frightened Listener.

— "What
Pupil. — "I have
Teacher.

it

Teacher

(to

in

when we were making the

vacuum ?

my

tell

me, who

is

;

"

head, but I can't explain

I don't sing

are told that one of the

up on curl-papers.

When

table walk the

Julius Csesar!

it."

one of her music pupils).^" Do you sing by note?

Pupil. — " No

We

— "And please
a

is

— "Once

in it."

"

by anything."

new

girls

came down

to the breakfast table with her hair put

one of the other girls asked her

to the table like that, she replied

:

"

Why

not?

if

she

knew

that she ought not to

Are there any boys here

to breakfast?

"

come

—
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OLD DOMINION HOTEL,

08

^

Farmville, Virginia.

Z. E.

LIQON, Proprietor.

FLEMING & CLARKE,

C. C.

CASH o.AL.Rs..

W.

T.

FLEMING.
CLARKE.

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, HATS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

^

^

^

QENTS' FURNISHING GOODS and ZEIGLER'S SHOES.

Mrs. S. O. Holsten,
Specialty :

NORMAL SCHOOL

°"""

"'°^^'

"

''°""°^^ ^^° '^^^^ ^^'^'^^

DreSS Making.

SUPPLIES.

THE WINSTON DRUG COMPANY,
The Corner Drug
V^*

X2l.

3.nCl

lVi.«

Store,

lJ.«

V.^

Farmville, Virginia.

Xa/x1 r^ Hi A
I

WE HAVE NOW

/f

BLANK-BOOKS, DAY-BOOKS, RECORDS,
PENCILS PENS, INK AND SLATES, NOTE,
LETTER, LEGAL AND FOOLSCAP PAPER.

e^^

WHITE & COMPANY,

7f TT

STORE

T TlV.T'CO\7'

iVllL^L^liN Cilv

....

PRESCRIPTIONS
CAREFULLY PREPARED.

BARROW & COWAN,

"1\

IN

Fancy and

Y

Toilet Articles.

DRUGGISTS.
.

.

.

UNDERTAKERS
AND

Farmville, Virginia.

W.

T.

^^>

Furniture Dealers.

DOYNE, .^^^Undertaker AND

METALLIC AND ALL STYLES
WOOD COFFINS ON HAND.

^
'^

DEALER

IN

Flimitlire
rUrillLUrC
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H. C. Crute

Toilet Articles,

,

Farmviiie, va.

*"""

^^

& Cunningham,

Baker

—

Fine Perfumes.
-

DRUGGISTS AND PHARMACISTS, 2^

_^,

Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Toilet Articles, Stationery, Paints, Oils, Tobacco, Cigars, Etc.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

WE MAKE

A SPECIALTY OF LADIES'
COLLARS, CUFFS AND SHIRT WAISTS.

Farmville Steam Laundry.

GIVE US A TRIAL,

D. P. BfRgg, PrOprictOr.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
G.

M.

ROBESON.

J.

P.

FITZGERALD.

Farmville Manufacturing Company,
SAW AND PLANING MILLS.
Full Line of

Steam

Fitting

and Mill

Supplies, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Sash Weights, Carter's Paints.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY,

"

^""VrwAGoT

Illuminating and Lubricating Oil and Gasoline.

WALKER SCOTT,

FARMVILLE, VA.

Agent.

Richardson & Davidson,
DEALERS
Agents

CH

for

•

lo

•

•

CRUTE & BUGG,

•

and 25 Cents
Counters.

^-"^tffc--

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS AND MILL-FEED.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA.

BALLARD'S FLOUR.

msTZs^^Ts ^
5,

IN

THEY CARRY A
handsome line of
China, Lamps, Glassware and Silver Plated Ware.

—
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MONEY LOANED AT LOW

^

Farmville Building and Trust Co*

RATE OF INTEREST.

ILLUSTRATION TO BORROWER ON $200.
$3.00 per month, 96 months,

Amount
Actual

$288.00

........

borrowed,

200.00
88.00

cost for eight years,

Amount

of cost not quite

6%.

For further information, address

JNO. R. MARTIN,

Farmville, Va.

Secretary and Treasurer.

PAULETT, SON & COMPANY.
Commissioii Merchants,
DEALERS IN
'

Agricultural Implements, Fertilizer, Groceries, &c.

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA.

Bugg & 5on,

Charles

"^""^"sin

FaHcy QroceHes and Hardware.
WE ALSO CARRY
A NICE LINE OF CONFECTIONERIES.

W.

T. Blanton,

»^

-

examination tree

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
Main

Farmville, Virginia.

Street.

HUNT,
PHotOgrapher.

H. H.
Farmville, Virginia.

XTirS.

L«.

L.

IVdJ5
DEALER

1

iJrlv?

iiN

.

.

.

.

Fancy Goods, White Goods and Notions,
Caps and Untrimmed Hats.

Sallofs'

riain Street, Farmville, Virginia.

J.

WALL,

D.

DEALER

IN

•

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS, SHOES, CLOTHING, HATS,
Nos. 127

&

129

Wall Block.

Shoes t Clothing Specialties.
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